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executive summary: 

Online retailers continue to struggle with low conversions and high abandonment rates. However, a number of market leaders 
are looking at innovative ways to engage prospects dynamically with the right information, at the right time.  The goal is simple:  
increase sales and improve customer satisfaction.

As the e-commerce landscape evolves, merchants are realizing that self-service tools, FAQs and email are not always the most 
efficient means for customer interaction. Many analysts have noted that online customers are still most comfortable interacting 
with a live customer service representative.  To address the needs of these customers, and to increase revenue, many retailers are 
looking at Click to Call solutions.  
 
This White Paper focuses on some Click to Call best practices that industry leaders such as DaimlerChrysler and Jenny Craig have 
implemented into their cross-channel strategies and how Click to Call can help ensure the continuity of experience for customers 
as they move across channels to complete a transaction. 

overview: what is Click to Call?

Click to Call services integrate web-based sales channels with contact centers by allowing customers to initiate live voice con-
versations with customer service representatives.  Using VoIP technology, customers have the option to escalate from web site 
browsing, search or research to conversation, either directly  through their PCs,  or by immediate callback to a mobile or land line 
phone.

By entering a few lines of HTML code, retailers can embed Click to Call functionality  into web sites, email campaigns, banner ads, 
search engine landing pages, or directory listings.  Because the service operates in a fully hosted ASP model, with the click of a 
button, calls can be routed to customer service representatives without additional investment in call center hardware or soft-
ware. 

Companies are getting smarter about web site visitors,  and are taking aggressive steps to optimize every visit in order to in-
crease sales conversion, improve customer loyalty and reduce web site abandonment. Click to Call provides the ability to track 
online sessions, detect trends and provide a dynamically placed assist if a prospect has lingered on a single page for a specified 
amount of time, or exhibited signs of shopping cart abandonment.  With an 800 number demanding that a prospect start over, 
companies are leveraging Click to Call and passing key session data directly through to the agent. This data can be viewed on its 
own, or integrated with existing data sources for a 360˚ view of the customer for a seamless, integrated online sales experience.
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 Low cost, simple technology, and 
organizational ease make Click to 
Call a must-have for any significant 
multi-channel business.

“
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An increasing number of retailers are utilizing Click to Call as a bridge between online and offline channels to ensure continuity 
in customer experience,  and are experiencing immediate benefits, such as increased sales conversion rates and shortened call 
handle times, in the process.

Click to Call is driving benefits for companies from DaimlerChrysler and Jenny Craig. Using Click to Call, companies are finding: 
 

• A 22 percent to 25 percent reduction in web site abandonment from web site pages with Click to Call services; 
• As much as a 100 percent increase in transaction conversions from Click to Call users versus toll-free callers; 
• 88 percent of Click to Call users say they are more likely to contact a company that offers a Click to Call service than one that
  does not.

However, not all Click to Call services are created equal.  Click to Call is much more than a simple phone connection.   In order to 
realize increased sales conversion and reduced web site abandonment, retailers must evaluate available solutions, and measure 
the merits against their own business goals.  This includes looking for solutions that feature:

• Complete integration with existing data sources including CRM infrastructure, customer interaction solutions and text chat;.
• Enhanced customer engagement functions such as PagePush and Co-Browsing;
• Cross-channel data passing to ensure a full view of every web session;
• Sophisticated call routing and dynamic controls to manage call volume;
• Detailed self-provisioning, reporting and analysis tools to prove ROI for sales and marketing campaigns;

strategic engagement: the right Customer at the right time

In order to derive maximum benefit, retailers should consider their business needs and customer patterns as it relates to a Click 
to Call deployment.  This includes thought around Click to Call button placement (should it go on all customer service pages, 
transaction pages, rebate pages, secure pages, etc.). The technology can be placed nearly anywhere electronically, but retailers 
should be discerning and:

1. Identify where the web site loses the most high-value transactions 
2. Identify how and when to engage high-value customers.

This information provides the foundation from which 
retailers can provide  the right kind of customer inter-
action, and increase online conversion rates without 
driving up CRM costs. Retailers can use existing, less 
costly customer information tools (Click to Chat, FAQs, 
search, email) to assist with non-transactional cus-
tomer exchanges, and utilize services like Click to Call 
to help close complex sales.

Companies that use Click to Call services are also 
increasing usage of proactive deployments. These 
dynamic deployments allow a company to collect data 
on a web site visitor and broadcast a Click to Call but-
ton based on their profile and behavior while visiting 
the site.  
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Customer experience integration

Through cross-channel data passing, the context of the customer’s web session is preserved-- should the customer decide to 
contact the retailer via a traditional or proactive Click to Call button, the call center agent will have access to variable data that is 
collected during the conversation so that they can meet the customer’s needs. (see Figure1)

This alleviates the usual customer anxiety of having to start all over again upon leaving the web and making a phone call. The 
data enables customer service representatives to identify where the caller was having trouble on the web, and push relevant and 
informative web pages during a Click to Call session with their telephone touch pad. The customer service representative is then 
able to handle customer inquiries with greater ease by providing the customer with visual references while they talk. This col-
laboration between buyer and seller can be further enhanced by co-browsing to assist with such tasks as form completion.  

Call Center load

Depending on the desire of the retailer, Click to Call can be used as a means to increase overall call volumes, or control call vol-
umes to ensure that customer service representatives are using their time to speak only to high-value customers.

Retailers can set hours of operation to make sure Click to Call is only available during times when the contact center is staffed.  
If customers are on a web site during a time when a customer service representative is unavailable, the Click to Call button can 
either disappear or be replaced dynamically by another contact method.
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To ensure that customer inquiries are handled once a call is launched,  a Find Me/Follow Me capability may be employed to route 
a call from one agent to another based on availability.

Using customer behavior patterns or web location at the time a call is initiated, retailers may also choose to have Click to Call-
initiated calls bypass traditional IVR menus based on the context of the Web session, and route customers directly to an agent 

that can address their needs (customer service vs. sales, etc.).

self-provisioning, reporting and analysis

Large retailers typically want the ability to man-
age their interaction with customers.  For that 
reason, it is essential for them to select a Click to 
Call vendor that offers self-service tools that will 
allow retailers to self-provision Click to Call but-
tons at any time, as well as access to detailed call 
reporting and analysis.

Reports should include:

• Summary and detailed call reports
• Unanswered/short call reports
• Daily, weekly, and monthly activity reports
• Calls by location or by link name
• Web event reporting (based on clear-pixel 
  tracking beacons)

Click to Call Best practices

Hundreds of leading retailers have experienced success with Click to Call, as a strategic component of their online programs.  
Savvy online merchants have used Click to Call  to help customers place orders, and overcome basic questions about color, size, 
order entry and delivery that often prevent browsers from becoming buyers.

According to Forrester Research analyst Sucharita Mulpuru, “Now that retailers have the bandwidth, more of them are consider-
ing deploying this technology.  If it is reliable and someone calls you back quickly, it allows the customer to avoid IVR (interactive 
voice response) hell where one is never sure how long they’ll be stuck on the phone. That has to go a long way toward building 
customer satisfaction and loyalty.”

The article also notes, “Some merchants feel that if an online shopper wants to reach out and touch someone – perhaps for back 
up of a complex purchasing decision or because they’re more comfortable sharing credit card data by phone – they intend to 
be there. That’s not to say that Click to Call boxes will be scattered throughout a retailer’s web site; merchants plan to use the 
technology judiciously, inviting high value shoppers to connect when they’re in the throes of purchasing a particular item or on 
the pages of the web site where a company knows that it loses the most high-value transactions.”
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Pragmatic retailers view Click to Call not as a cost-saving measure, but as a revenue driver. 

daimlerChrysler

The Chrysler Group was challenged to increase the conversion of 
Web site visitors into actual buyers.  A unit of Daimler Chrysler, the 
world’s fifth largest automaker, the company uses brand web sites 
for Chrysler, Jeep® and Dodge to find and engage prospective buy-
ers, and then funnel them to local dealerships.

The company turned to Click to Call, which allowed it to engage 
prospects strategically and determine their needs to make sure the 
most qualified leads were sent to dealers.  

Click to Call allows visitors to Chrysler Group brand and dealer web 
sites to place calls directly from web pages where near term buyers 
commonly land. Customer calls are directed dynamically, answered 
promptly, and can be immediately hot linked to the required deal-
ership when needed. Whether customers were making a purchas-
ing decision, applying for financing, or just needed an answer on 
how to configure a vehicle for a quote, a Chrysler Group represen-
tative was available for assistance.

Using Click to Call, DaimlerChrysler has seen the following results:

• Converted 20 percent of calls with Click to Call compared to 10 percent of standard inbound calls
• Increased total call volume -10 percent of all calls are now Click to Call
• Shortened the sales cycle for its dealerships

Jenny Craig

Through its web site, Jenny Craig offers visitors the chance to 
contact weight loss consultants at their local center. The company 
had tried a variety of programs, yet, there was no guarantee on 
when the prospective client would get a reply. For an emotional, 
often impulsive, decision like visiting a weight management cen-
ter, immediacy is key.

The company implemented a customized Click to Call solution to 
connect online prospects directly with a weight loss consultant 
over the phone. Calls are routed to the visitor’s local Jenny Craig 
center directly from the web site; if the local consultant is not 
available, the call is directed to Jenny Craig’s call center to ensure 
immediate response.
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The company also wanted to use the power of voice to extend its current branding to prospective clients. Using a customized re-
cording from Jenny Craig’s spokesperson, Kirstie Alley, prospective customers were greeted with a message congratulating them 
on taking the first step towards achieving their weight loss goals.

Jenny Craig has seen tremendous results with Click to Call, including: 

• Doubled conversion rates compared to those of previous contact methods
• Increased call volumes. Up to 20 percent of Jenny Craig’s call volume is now due to Click to Call 
• Improved customer loyalty and branding

“Most of our centers love Click to Call,” Ted Sindzinski, who heads Jenny Craig’s Internet Marketing. “It really helps us to under-
stand our phone calls and to distribute qualified leads to our local franchises.”

Conclusion

With the investment that retailers dedicate to customer service, customer retention and web site management, new modes of 
providing the right buyer with the right information at the right time has become key to success.  Retailers are beginning to 
realize the benefits of integrating Click to Call solutions to their campaigns to increase sales conversions and improve the overall 
customer experience.  With Click to Call, they are providing direct response methods for customers using a form factor they’re 
familiar  with…the phone.

In order to gain a competitive advantage and effectively capture the potential of the Internet for online commerce, retailers must 
implement strategies that both integrate the online channel into their companies’ existing sales, marketing and communication 
channels, and recognize the unique characteristics of the online experience.  With Click to Call, it is possible to bridge the gap 
between the online and phone channels, while enhancing the effectiveness of both.
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